On ePortfolios: An Educators High-tech Passport to Career-path Success

“On ePortfolios” is an interactive, multimedia CD/Web-based digital textbook providing a powerful and compelling vehicle for directed or self-directed study in the development of high quality electronic portfolios. Setting the standard for conceptualization, production and distribution, “On ePortfolios” provides a critical path of innovative digital learning for progressive on-line or classroom environments. Effective, efficient and engaging the use of the individual topic specific modules or the complete capsule provides instructors and students with adaptable, transportable flexibility.

Developed through a rigorous instructional design process with funding through a Preparing Tomorrow’s Teachers to Use Technology (PT3) grant, “On ePortfolios’” evolution through formative evaluation with content experts, students and comprehensive field-testing provides a tried and proven product. The Educational Technology Department of the College of Education at the University of Hawaii is proud to take the next step in a internal, corporate style marketing initiative to bring “On ePortfolios” to the greater educational community. The On ePortfolio capsule is available on CD ROM with teachers guide, formative testing, an online summative evaluation and many extras. View an interactive demonstration and learn more by visiting the ETEC Connections Website store at http://etec.hawaii.edu/modules/eport/. “On ePortfolios” demonstrates the power of digital technologies to offer new dimensions to the dynamics of teaching and learning.